
BOTSWANA

ANIMAL NUTRITIONIST
Required by the Agricultural Research Department to be responsible for ruminant

nutritional research, and to work as part of a team, on all aspects of animal production
under semi-arid conditions.

Candidates must have an honours degree in Agriculture or an appropriate agricultural
science plus 5 years approved experience.

Salary in scale £4250 to £5680 a year which includes an allowance normally tax-free
in scale £1110 to £2082 a year. Gratuity 25% of total basic salary.

Appointment is on agreement for 2 } years initially. Other benefits include subsidised
housing, free passages, children's education allowances and generous leave. In certain
circumstances an appointment grant of £300 and car advance of £600 may be payable.

The post described is partly financed by Britain's programme of aid to the developing
countries administered by the Ministry of Overseas Development.

For further particulars you should apply, giving brief details of experience to.
CROWN AGENTS, M Division, 4 Millbank, London SW1P 3JD, quoting
reference number M1D/750209/ABB.

GOVERNMENT OF BOTSWANA

VETERINARY OFFICER
(LECTURER)

Required to lecture and train veterinary assistants both in theory end practice, and assist in
college administration. Candidates should be BVS and/or MRCVS and preferably have
experience of field work in Africa.

Starting salary up to a maximum of £3750 in the range £1780 to £4940 pa which
includes an allowance, normally tax free of up to £1344 pa. Terminal gratuity 25%
on basic salary only. Appointment is on agreement for 2 | years initially.

Other benefits include free passages, generous leave, education allowances, government
quarters at moderate rental. Appointment grant £300 and car advance £700 may be payable,
subject to certain conditions.

The post described is partly financed by Britain's programme of aid to the developing
countries administered by the Ministry of Overseas Development

For further particulars you should apply, giving brief details of experience to CROWN
AGENTS, M Division, 4 Millbank, London SW1P 3JD, quoting reference number
MID/730850/ABB
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Introducing the 1st
multidisciplinary
guide to review articles

INDEX TO
SCIENTIFIC REVIEWS

Now you can easily find review arti-
cles on any subject in science. Each
year the Index to Scientific Reviews
(ISR") will index over 16,000
reviews selected from more than
2,700 of the world's most impor-
tant journals.

Broad Coverage
Over 100 disciplines in every area of sci-
ence are covered:

Agricultural, Biological & En-
vironmental Sciences

Engineering, Technology & Applied
Sciences

Medical & Life Sciences
Physical & Chemical Sciences
Social & Behavioral Sciences

So you won't have to go through separate
references to locate review articles for sub-
jects in any of these areas. With one
index—the ISR—you can cross discipli-
nary lines and retrieve these key articles
no matter where they were published in
the literature. The ISR will even cover the
literature published in quarterly and an-
nual "review" publications (e.g., Annual
Review of Genetics).

Effectively Indexed
The Index to Scientific Reviews makes it

easy to find the review articles you need.
Search by authors, title words and
phrases, and organizations. Or use the
ISR's citation index—it lets you start a
search with previously published material
relevant to a subject and find more recent
articles through citation relationships.

Highly Current
The ISR indexes the review literature on a
calendar year basis. A soft-bound semi-
annual issue (covering January to June)
will be available each September, and a
hard-bound annual cumulation will ap-
pear the following April. So you can find
new articles while they're still new.

What's It To You?
The ISR is a quick and easy way to find: 1)
summaries of knowledge in fields unfamil-
iar to you, 2) those key articles you need to
start a really thorough literature search, 3)
the most recent review articles on any sub-
ject in science.

For More Information . . .
The first ISR annual cumulation (cover-
ing the 1974 literature) will soon be out,
so get the full story on the Index to Sci-
entific Reviews now. Just fill in the
coupon, and mail it today. en?, is.

I'd like to know more about the Index to Scientific Reviews™.
Please send full information for myself and my library.

Name

Organization

Address

City
Zip

.Title

_ State/Province .

. Country

Institute for Scientific Information
325 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A. 19106 Tel. (215) 923-3300, Cable: SCINFO, TELEX: 84-5305
European Headquarters:
132 High Street, Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K. Phone: Uxbridge 30085, Telex: 933693

The journal you are reading and 5000 others are regularly covered in CURRENT CONTENTS*!.
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Summary: Every article should have a short summary (not more than 250
words) complete in itself and understandable without reference to the paper.
The summary will be printed at the beginning of the paper.
References: Only papers closely related to the author's work should be
referred to; exhaustive lists should be avoided. Bibliographical details
should be in the following order: author's name, initials, year, title of paper,
title of journal (abbreviated according to the World List of Scientific
Periodicals), volume of journal, first and last page of paper. References
should be listed in alphabetical order. When abstracts are referred to, the
page reference should be followed by (Abstr.).

Examples:
BLAXTER, K. L. and WILSON, R. S. 1962. The voluntary intake of

roughages by steers. Anim. Prod. 4: 351-358.
HAMMOND, J. 1932. Growth and the Development of Mutton Qualities

in the Sheep. Oliver and Boyd, Edinburgh.

In the text, references should be made by giving author and year; at the
first mention all authors should be named, thereafter the first author followed
by et al. should be used for papers with more than two authors.
Proofs are supplied once and must be returned corrected to the Editors within
seven days. Only essential corrections should be made.
Reprints: Twenty-five reprints of each paper will be supplied free to authors
on request. Further copies may be purchased if the order is sent at the
proof stage.
Animal Production is published six times a year in two volumes. Annual
subscription is £14-00 (or $42-00 in the U.S.A. and Canada) and the price for
a single part is £2-50 (or $7-50) net.
Proceedings of the British Society of Animal Production recommenced annual
publication as a new series in 1972. Annual subscription is £2-50 ($7-50 U.S.
and Canada) or available with a joint subscription to Animal Production at
£15-50 ($46-50).
Business matters, including regular subscriptions and sales (current and back
numbers of the Journal and the Proceedings) should be addressed to Longman
Group, Journals Division, 43/45 Annandale Street, Edinburgh EH7 4AT.

Senior Editor
GERALD WIENER, A.R.C. Animal Breeding Research Organisation.

Editors
J. F. D. GREENHALGH, Rowett Research Institute.
W. G. HILL, Institute of Animal Genetics.
J. A. F. ROOK, Hannah Dairy Research Institute.
J. C. TAYLER, Grassland Research Institute.
A. J. F. WEBSTER, Rowett Research Institute.
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